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1. Scott-Snell, Edward. Edward Scott-Snell.  Oxford: Shakespeare Head Press, [1931].    
1v.; ill.; 11”x8”; [3],[31].  Very good in original pictorial wrappers with dust, foxing, and a 
bit soiled, but nevertheless a desirable copy. 

Scarce with only three copies located on Worldcat (all in the UK), Library Hub Discover 
shows one additional copy, and no copies have come to auction per RBH.   Limited 
edition of 137 copies, this copy being number 5.  Signed by Scott-Snell on the title page 
verso.  This is the first of two volumes of fantastic drawings, containing 16 drawings in line 
and pencil with facing-page captions, inspired largely from classical mythology, and 
published when Scott-Snell was around the age of 19.

Edward Scott-Snell (later Godwin), along with his wife Stephani, were later known as the 
first tenants to occupy Kelmscott Manor following May Morris’s death in 1938, where they 
resided for eight years during World War II.  While at Kelmscott Manor, the Scott-Snells’ 
created artwork and poetry surrounding Thessyros, an erotic imaginary world where 
“assorted gardeners, priests, and organists [] gleefully seduce their willing, under-aged 
charges.”  The book of drawings offered here appears to have elements that are reflected 
later in Thessyros, as it is filled with drawings of fairies, cupids, and other fantastic 
creatures.  See Godwin, Joscelyn. The Starlight Years: Love and War at Kelmscott Manor, 
1940-1948 (Dovecote 2015); Kelmscott Manor, Only There is Life - the Art of Edward and 
Stephani Scott-Snell 1940-1948 (2018 exhibition).

$300

Drawings of a Fantasy World from a Tenant of Kelmscott Manor



2. Scott-Snell, Edward. Edward Scott-Snell: A Second Book of Drawings.  Oxford: 
Holywell Press, [1932]. 1v.; ill.; 12.25”x8.5”; [3],[28].  Very good in original pictorial 
wrappers with minor soiling and creases to the wraps, and tears and separation at the top 
of the spine, but nevertheless a bright and presentable copy. 

Scarce with no copies located on Worldcat, Library Hub Discover shows two copies, and 
no copies have come to auction per RBH.  Limited edition of 150 copies.  Boldly inscribed 
by Scott-Snell on the title page and with several corrections throughout in Scott-Snell’s 
hand.  This is the second of two volumes of fantastic drawings, published when Scott-Snell 
was around the age of 20.

$200



3. Gaskell, E.C. [Elizabeth Cleghorn].  The Life of Charlotte Brontë.  London: Smith, Elder 
& Co., 1857.  Second edition, two volumes, small 8vo.  Vol I: viii, 352pp.; Vol II: viii, 
327pp.  Very good with some rubbing to boards and minor foxing to some pages, more 
noticeable on pages facing plates.  Half titles present but without catalogue (which Smith 
indicates may not have been present in every copy).  Smith 109.  

A handsome set of the second edition of Gaskell’s landmark biography defending Charlotte 
Brontë in near-contemporary half leather in matching marbled boards.  The book was a 
breakthrough early biography of the woman behind the Currer Bell moniker but was 
likewise panned for inaccuracies and, at times, getting too close to hagiography.  The first 
edition of the book sold out quickly, and the second edition was only available for sale for 
a month.  Following several lawsuits filed against Gaskell, the publishers pulled the book 
from shelves and pressured Gaskell to eliminate the challenged material.  See Koczela, 
Andrea, How Elizabeth Gaskell Saved Charlotte Brontë’s Reputation (ILAB 2014).   Third 
and later editions lack the allegedly offending materials.

$175

A Short-Lived Edition of Gaskell’s Breakthrough Biography of Brontë



4. Spen, Kay [pseud.]. Our White Violet. London: Griffith and Farran, 1869.  First edition.  
Very good in publisher’s maroon gilt cloth, a.e.g, with bumping to corners, minor tears to 
cloth at spine, and hinges strengthened. 16mo; [5], 1-119pp., [1], 1-32pp. advertising 
catalog.

A lovely uncommon volume with four hand-colored plates.  Worldcat show three copies, 
Library Hub Discover shows two copies, and no copies have come to auction per RBH.  
Not in Wolff or Sadleir.  Kay Spen was the pseudonym of both Henry C. Selous and Patty 
Caroline Sellon. Halkett pg. 281 and Wolff 6239 attribute this work to Selous, however, the 
Cambridge University library states “Kay Spen was one of the pseudonyms of Patty 
Caroline Sellon. This pseudonym was also used for three novels by the artist Henry 
Courtney Selous . . . leading him to be erroneously identified by some as the author of this 
and other children’s books by Patty Sellon.” LC Name Authority File reflects it is Sellon. A 
curious mix-up which raises the question of how, and why, both authors used the same 
pseudonym.

$100

Scarce Pseudonymous Work with Four Hand-Colored Plates



5. Morris, William & Bax, E. Belfort.  Socialism: Its Growth & Outcome. London: Swan 
Sonnenschein & Co., 1893.  Very good in publisher’s maroon buckram with paper label, 
unopened, chipping of the label, lightly faded boards, foxing to front flyleaf, contemporary 
ownership signature and plate, and dust to edges, but still a nice copy.     Sm 4to. [4], viii, 
1-335pp.  Scott pg. 28; Walsdorf 59; Buxton Forman 142.  

Large paper issue which is number 257 of 275 on hand-made paper.  None of Scott, 
Walsdorf, or Buxton Forman indicate whether the large copy or trade take precedence, but 
nevertheless, the large paper issue is more desirable.  Buxton Forman states “[t]his 
remarkable work of true collaboration, in which both Morris and Mr. Bax went over every 
sentence, was now dug out of The Commonweal, revised, and printed . . .”

$250

Limited Large Paper Issue



6. Morris, William & Magnusson, Eirikr.  The Saga Library, Vol I: The Story of Howard the 
Halt. The Story of the Banded Men.  The Story of Hen Thorir.  Done into English out of 
the Icelandic.  London: Bernard Quaritch, 1891.  Very good in publisher’s quarter 
morocco, floral gilt, t.e.g., rubbing at joints and spine, small crack to inner joint, former 
owner plate, but still a very good copy.  Small 4to. [4], xlvii, [7], 227pp.   Scott pgs. 32-33; 
Walsdorf 55A; Buxton Forman 129.

Large paper issue which is number 27 of 125 on hand-made paper.  None of Scott, 
Walsdorf, or Buxton Forman indicate whether the large paper or trade take precedence, 
but nevertheless, the large paper issue is more desirable.  This is the first in the Saga Library 
series of Icelandic translations which were issued intermittently through 1905.  Fifteen 
volumes were projected, however, only six were ever published, the final in 1905, almost a 
decade after Morris’s death. 

$225

Limited Large Paper Issue of Morris’s Translations of Icelandic Epics



7. Hawthorne, Nathaniel. Our Old Home, Annotated with Passages from the Author’s 
Notebook and Illustrated with Photogravures. Cambridge: Riverside Press for Houghton 
Mifflin & Co., 1891.  Small 8vo. Vol. 1: v, [1], 1-279pp, Vol. 2: [6], 281-594pp.  Very 
good, t.e.g., cloth bookmarks present, vellum a bit soiled with light toning and spotting to 
spines, contemporary gift inscription to front flyleaf in volume I.  Browne pg. 59.

Two volume set limited to 250 copies of which this is number 94. In the publisher’s gilt 
decorated vellum binding.  Illustrated with photogravure frontispieces and plates mainly 
from photographs.  An uncommon book in commerce with no auction records after 1926 
on RBH.

$200

Bound in Publisher’s Full Vellum



8. [Chapbook; Provincial Printing]. The Life of Jack Sprat, His Wife, and His Cat.  York: J. 
Kendrew, [1820].  Very good in stitched paper wraps with light soiling to covers.  
Uncommon in commerce as other copies appear bound as sammelbands with other 
chapbooks.  Davis, Kendrew of York 40; Opie N 799.

A charming 48mo chapbook.  In its 16 pages, it was able to fit 16 woodcuts.  Kendrew, 
despite being a provincial printer in York was one of the most prominent printers of 
nineteenth-century children’s chapbooks until his death in 1841.  This instant book was 
from his series of twenty-four 16-page halfpenny chapbooks.  Atkinson, Street Literature of 
the Long Nineteenth Century, pgs. 218-19.

$125

16-Page Miniature Chapbook Featuring 16 Woodcuts



9. Horne, R.H. [Richard Henry]. Ballad Romances.  London: Charles Ollier, 1846.  First 
edition (but see below). [8], 2-248pp., [3, ads]; 6 7/8” x 4 1/2”.  Very good in green cloth 
binding, with some bumping to corners and heavier at the spine, university bookplate and 
a few remnants of card pocket.  Still very presentable and quite uncommon in commerce.  
NCBEL III 524; Shumaker pg. 4.   

Chapter IV of John Carter’s Binding Variants in English Publishing 1820-1900 (London: 
Constable & Co Ltd, 1932) revolves around binding variants of this book.  Carter notes 
several different binding variants and calls it “the prize exhibit in my collection of [binding 
variant] puzzles.”  Id. at 62.  However, the copy here appears to be anomalous – it has 
both the 1846 Ollier title page and the 1846 Ollier advertisements – but the binding is not 
any of Carter’s four variants.  Rather it appears to be the Hex5 “pansy” cloth introduced in 
the mid-1860s.  Krupp, Bookcloth in England and America, 1823-50, The Papers of the 
Bibliographical Society of America, Vol. 100, No. 1 (March 2006), pg. 59.  Like Carter 
suggests, the binding variants of this volume may be a “much ado about nothing,” but it’s 
still a fun puzzle – perhaps even more variants abound. 

$100

Another Binding Variant Not Mentioned in Carter



10. Eliot, T.S.  Religious Drama: Mediaeval and Modern. New York: House of Books, Ltd., 
1954.  Small 8vo. 32pp.  Very good with a few prior bookseller pencil notations on the 
flyleaf in a very good glassine dust wrapper with minor tears and minimal loss at the top.  
A nice copy of Eliot’s neo-medieval lecture.  Gallup A65.

First edition, limited to 300 copies, this being number 297.  Signed and numbered by Eliot.  
This slim volume contains the text of an address that Eliot gave to the Friends of the 
Rochester Cathedral in 1937, two years after the publication of Murder in the Cathedral. 
The address advocated for the increase of religious plays in modern times, using medieval 
drama as both a model and an inspiration, though with apparent ambivalence about how 
modern drama could be religious and what a modern religious drama may entail.  See 
Robinson, Murder in the Cathedral as Theatre of the Spirit, Religion & Literature Vol. 18, 
No. 2 (Summer, 1986), pgs. 31-34.

$425

Signed Limited in Glassine Dust Wrapper



11. Johnson, Samuel. The Lives of the Most Eminent English Poets; with Critical 
Observations on their Works. London: C. Bathurst . . . [and 35 Others], 1781.  Four 
volumes in contemporary tree calf with engraved portrait frontispiece by Sir Joshua 
Reynolds in volume I. Joints are starting or weak, leather is dry, and bumping and chipping 
to corners and spine, else very good.  ESTC T146734; Courtney & Smith, pgs. 141-42; 
Chapman & Hazen, pg. 159; ESTC and Chapman call for a publisher's advertisement on 
the last leaf of volume IV, here it is a blank, and as this copy was bound does not contain 
the labels.

First separate edition.  Courtney calls Lives of the Poets Johnson’s “second great work,” 
simple in style and expression but which “appealed to every man of letters in the three 
kingdoms.”  This copy with somewhat interesting provenance, contemporary ownership 
signature on all volumes of Richard Milles (probably the Tory MP, died 1820), whose 
daughter Reynolds painted.  Also present is a later bookplate of Nina McAlpin, ex-relative 
by marriage to David Hunter McAlpin, III, making it possible that this particular set was 
owned by David Hunter McAlpin, Sr., the famed collector of British history and theology.

$325

First Separate Edition of Johnson’s “Second Great Work”



12. Wilkins, David. Leges Anglo-Saxonicae Ecclesiasticae & Civiles. Accedunt Leges 
Eduardi Latinae, Guilielmi Conquestoris Gallo-Normannicae, Et Henrici I. Latinae. Guil. 
Bowyer, impensis Rob. Gosling ad Portam Medii Templi Bibliopolae, London, 1721.  Folio 
15.5”x9.75”; [16], xxiv, 434pp., [18].  About very good with hinges weak, scuffing and 
bumping to leather, minimal foxing, some dampstaining, worming to final leaf, contents 
generally clean but with contemporary ownership signature on title page – despite these 
issues a nice copy.  ESTC T138842 (includes subscriber list and advertisement at the foot 
of the final leaf); not in Alston III.19 (which reflects an issue without the subscriber list); 
Maslen & Lancaster 735; Sowerby 1768; Marvin pg. 734.

“[T]he study of the law is useful in a variety of points of view.  It qualifies a man to be  
useful to himself, to his neighbors, & to the public.  It is the most certain stepping stone to 
preferment in the political line. . .” Thomas Jefferson.  Per Sowerby, this work was 
important enough that Jefferson refers to the “glossaries of Wilkins” in his correspondence 
with economist Thomas Cooper in 1814.  Wilkins was a scholar of oriental languages as 
well as Anglo-Saxon and librarian at Lambeth Castle.  This work contains text in two 
volumes, being the Anglo-Saxon and the Latin translation, and also incorporates work by 
Henry Spelman (antiquary, d. 1641) on the laws from William I to Henry III, as well as an 
essay on Saxon feudal law by William Nicolson (antiquary d. 1727).  An uncommon work 
in commerce, with ESTC reflecting there were 500 copies of the folio edition, and 63 in 
smaller formats. 

$425

Large Folio on Anglo-Saxon & Norman Law
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